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A's may look to add to bullpen again. Forst also said he wouldn't rule out adding a position player before July 31, though the A's have no real open spot and a small bench, and like their current group. "I am,"
Forst said. Email:

A's announce new deals for Bob Melvin, Billy Beane, David Forst. Forst's extension is for four years and will take him through 2023. Forst, 42, has spent
19 years with the A's and has served as the team's general manager for three years, but has held the No. 2 position in Pogacar, van der Breggen hold on to win Tour of California "It's
really special," said van der Breggen, who finished just behind Hall on the Stage 2 climb to Mt. Van der Breggen and Hall were joined on the final podium by Ashleigh Moolman-Pasio. Three beautiful stages," van der
Breggen said.

A's keep brain trust together, extend Billy Beane, David Forst, Bob Melvin Forst got a four-year extension through 2023. The plan is for the payroll, lowest in the
majors when the season began, to increase in 2019 and subsequent years, said Beane, adding he and Forst will meet with

GM David Forst says A's might try 'bullpenning' after starter injuries
"We've seen some other creative solutions around the game when it comes to starting pitching," Forst said. "Any of that kind of stuff," Forst said. There are several starters available who have cleared
'Black Deutschland,' by Darryl Pinckney

This issue similarly afflicts his latest novel, "Black Deutschland."
"Black Deutschland" is a mess.   E-mail: book@sfchronicle

Black Deutschland
By Darryl Pinckney
Ivan Garcia Cortina, Anna van der Breggen win Tour of California stages DIGEST

Garcia Cortina wins Stage 5; van der Breggen leads women Associated
Press Team
Bahrain-Merida's
Ivan Garcia Cortina
moved to the front
after the final
couple of solo
attacks were reeled
in by the rest of

'Feuer und Zorn':
Foreign editions
of 'Fire and Fury'
to hit markets By John McMurrrie
"Feuer und Zorn."

GM David Forst: A's still looking to add offense "We're looking all over," Forst said on a conference call Wednesday. Forst indicated that Davis,
36, will play center field for the A's and probably will hit near the top of the order. "Rajai has always

Transcript: A's general manager David Forst on Reddick, Hill deal

By Susan Slusser A's
general manager David Forst talked to local reporters by phone Monday afternoon after the team's trade with the Dodgers. Forst on Montas, who throws 100 mph when healthy, as a starter
'Call Me Zebra,'
by Azareen Van der Vliet Oloomi

Kept alive by literature By Steven Felicelli

The wonderfully named Azareen Van der Vliet Oloomi is not the gray eminence of a Thomas Pynchon novel. In
"Call Me Zebra,"
Van der Vliet
Oloomi comes into her

Edward Von der Porten, expert on Drake's visit to California, dies at 84
Edward Von der Porten - authority on Drake's voyage
By Carl Nolte
Edward Von der Porten, a renowned maritime scholar who was an expert on Sir Francis Drake's 16th century visit to California, died Sunday after
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